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Abstract. Location-Based Social Networks (LBSN) data contains spatial, tem-
poral, and social features of user activity, providing valuable information that
is currently available on large-scale and low-cost fashion via traditional data
collection methods. In this way, LBSN data enables a system to predict user
mobility based on spatial, temporal, and social features, which can be used in
several areas, such as, device-to-device(D2D) communication, cache, and oth-
ers. In addition, a Temporal Markov Chain (TMC) is a stochastic model used
to model randomly changing systems, such as mobility prediction based on the
spatiotemporal factor, for instance, location and day of the week. In this paper,
we introduce the TEmporal Markov Model with User Similarity (TEMMUS) mo-
bility prediction model. TEMMUS considers a TMC of variable order based on
the day of the week (weekday or weekend) and the user similarity to predict
the user’s future location. The results highlight a higher accuracy of TEMMUS
compared to three state-of-the-art Markov Chains predictors.

1. Introduction
Location-Based Social Networks (LBSNs), such as Foursquare and Yelp, became popu-
lar to provide public data capable of mapping people by means of status, check-ins, and
photos shared online, leading to a new urban computing era [Machado et al. 2016]. This
is because the growth of mobile networks together with recent advances in localization
techniques enhanced social networking services in urban computing, where LBSNs allow
users to share their locations and location-related contents, such as geotagged photos and
notes [Silva et al. 2019]. In this context, LBSNs users stopped being only consumers to
become data producers, offering various research opportunities, such as mobility predic-
tion and recommendation systems. In addition, location data bridges the gap between the
physical and digital worlds, enabling a deeper understanding of users’ preferences and
behavior [Schipor et al. 2017].

LBSN data distinguish from traditional GPS data, e.g., Call Data Records (CDR),
mainly in social, geographic, and temporal resolutions, which can be used to model
movement pattern and infer user similarity movements [Gao and Liu 2015]. Specifically,
LBSN contains spatial, temporal, and social features of user activity, providing valuable



information that is currently available on large-scale and low-cost fashion via any tradi-
tional data collection methods [Silva et al. 2014]. LBSN is an important tool in urban
computing to provide urban data with social aspects, such as the user’s preferences and
routine. In this way, LBSN data enables us to understand user patterns, city dynamics and
related social, economic, and cultural aspects based on social, spatial, and temporal user
characteristics [Silva et al. 2019].

LBSN data can be used for capturing user mobility patterns to understand when
and where a user commonly goes (location prediction), and exploiting user preferences
and location profiles to investigate where and when a user wants to explore (location
recommendation). In this sense, mobility prediction based on LBSN data helps several
areas of the public and private sectors, such as observation patterns and urban plan-
ning [Machado et al. 2017]. For instance, mobility prediction can be used to improve
Device-to-Device (D2D) communications in opportunistic networks, where user location
is required to make mobile data offloading. In addition, mobility prediction can be used
for proactive caching, alleviating back-haul traffic and mitigating latency caused by han-
dovers [Abani et al. 2017].

The study of human movement patterns shows that people’s actions are repetitive
since they visit specific locations at a relatively fixed time every day [Yan et al. 2017].
In addition, people tend to visit the same places that his/her friends visited, enabling
the investigation of social features [Silveira et al. 2016]. However, social information is
less effective in predicting a user’s repetitive mobility behavior compared to spatial and
temporal information, since a user’s repetitive mobility behavior is more affected by his
personal interests than his friends’ preferences [Gao and Liu 2015]. On the other hand,
social correlation, called user similarity, can be considered to assist spatial and temporal
information for mobility prediction. For instance, the check-ins sequence, i.e., trajectory,
from other users are correlated with the user’s current check-in, where mobility prediction
can be made considering the combination of all the predictions from friends. Hence,
spatial, temporal, and social information plays a key role in enabling a highly accurate
mobility prediction.

Several methods have been proposed for mobility prediction based on LBSN,
where most of them use only the historical trajectories to identify user and group move-
ment patterns. For instance, Markov Chain (MC) is one of the statistical models used in
predictive analytics, which aims to find the probability of an event happen given n past
events conforming to the order n of the model. Specifically, in the 1st Order MC (1-MC),
the future location of a given user is only influenced by the actual location. However, 1st
and 2nd Order MC may conflict with some human mobility behavior [Menz et al. 2018].
For instance, the higher the number of transitions ”Home to Work” or vice-versa will
outweigh any other transition for as many times as this behavior exceeds the next most
possible transition regardless the day of the week. Consequently, in many cases, the as-
sumption that ”the next place that is going to be visited is only dependent on the current
location” becomes false. Hence, it is important to build a Temporal Markov Chain (TMC)
for mobility prediction, by considering different models for the weekdays and weekends.

In this paper, we propose the mobility predictor based on TEmporal Markov
Model with User Similarity, called of TEMMUS. It ranks a set of possible locations to
be visited by a given user based spatial and trajectory similarity. Specifically, TEMMUS



takes into account variable order TMC depending on the day of the week and the simi-
larity between users trajectories to rank a set of possible locations that a given user could
be. We evaluate the performance TEMMUS using three real datasets, consisting of more
than 200 thousand users’ records over a period of 18 months. The results highlight a
higher performance of TEMMUS compared to other state-of-the-art Markov Chains pre-
dictors, showing that the spatiotemporal and user similarity features influence on mobility
predictions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review
relevant related work about mobility prediction based on LBSN data. In Section 3, we
introduce the proposed TEMMUS mobility predictor. In Section 4, we describe our data
collection procedures, evaluation metrics, and results. In Section 5, we introduce the
conclusion and future work of this paper.

2. Related Work
[Abani et al. 2017] proposed a proactive caching strategy for reducing the latency of re-
trieving predictable content requests in a vehicular network. This proposal considers the
individual strategy for mobility prediction since it is based on the history of the object
itself. However, this approach is limited by the locations visited by the node, failing in
predicting future locations of non-systematic objects due to the individuality of each ob-
ject. [Nguyen and Giordano 2012] proposed a prediction-based routing algorithm, which
considers both spatial and temporal contact dimensions. In this sense, the source knows
when and where to start the routing process, which minimizes the network delay and
overhead.

Existing mobility prediction models consider the historical record of users. For
instance, [Jiang et al. 2016] proposed a method to extract the Region-of-Interest (ROI)
from the historical data location. On the other hand, other authors consider not only
the history of the user but also the spatial-temporal context to improve the accuracy of
the mobility prediction model. For instance, [Wang et al. 2015] modeled the spatial and
temporal activity preferences separately and combined them for preference inference.
[Gao et al. 2013] proposed a general framework to exploit and model temporal cyclic pat-
terns and their relationships with spatial and social data. The experimental results on two
real-world LBSN data-sets that validate the importance of temporal effects in capturing
user mobile behavior.

There are some researchers that study the social property on LBSNs to extract
user movement and preference pattern. [Cheng et al. 2012] included the social infor-
mation, and combined the geographical influence into a generalized matrix factorization
framework to provide more accurate and efficient Points Of Interests (POI) recommenda-
tion. [Silveira et al. 2016] proposed a model to predict human mobility, called MobDatU,
which considers data from mobile calls and LBSN data. MobDataU includes social inter-
actions between users as an important factor to predict the next region. [Munjal et al. 2011]
proposed SMOOTH, which is a simple and realistic model that leverage several known
features of human movement to model human mobility.

Markov Model is one of the statistical models used in predictive analytics. In
this way, [Chen et al. 2014] introduced three Markov-based models, namely, Personal
Markov Model (PMM), General Markov Model (GMM), and Next Location Predictor
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Figure 1. TEMMUS Overview

with Markov Modeling (NLPMM). PMM considers only the mobility of a specific user,
i.e., its own past trajectories, to build the mobility prediction model. On the other hand,
GMM takes into account the collective aspects of the mobility, i.e., considering not only
the movement of a specific node but of all the nodes since they often share similar move-
ment patterns. NLPMM combines PMM and GMM models using linear regression in
order to explore the individual and collective aspects of mobility.

Based on our analysis of the state-of-the-art, we conclude that LBSN data can be
used for mobility prediction. Hence, it is essential to consider spatial, temporal, social,
and user similarity information for mobility prediction based on LBSN data. However,
to the best of our knowledge all of these key features have been provided in a unified
mobility prediction model.

3. TEMMUS Model
In this section, we introduce the mobility predictor based on TEmporal Markov Model
with User Similarity (TEMMUS). It takes into account TMC of a variable order based on
the day of the week and the similarity between users trajectories to rank a set of possible
locations that a given user could be. TEMMUS mainly consists of some components:
1) training a variable order TMC for each user with its own trajectories (i.e., individual
pattern); 2) computing the similarity between users based on the spatial locality and the
users’ trajectories to compute the probability of reaching each possible next location based
on MC for each user and 3) computing the future locations based only on the social
feature for predictions with high Entropy (H) levels, i.e., random mobility prediction.
Each component is detailed in the following subsections.

Figure 1 introduces an overview of the prediction model. We focus on modeling
and analytics. Specifically, it represents active and voluntary user participation, acting as
a sort of social sensor, in a distributed process of sharing personal and also data about
various aspects of the city in Web services, i.e.Foursquare. In order to build the mobility
prediction model, we take into account a Temporal Markov Chain (TMC) of variable
order based on the day of the week and the similarity between users trajectories to rank a
set of possible locations that a given user could be.



3.1. System Model

Users could check-in at a physical place, and let their friends aware of this check-in by
means of Foursquare1, a popular LBSN. The check-in location indicates the current ge-
ographical status of a user in the real world and generates the local social networks of
the user based on this location. Each check-in c is defined as a 3-tuple {u, l, t}, where
u represents the user; l denotes the location and is defined by latitude and longitude co-
ordinates; and t represents the timestamp. We denote the total set of check-ins as C and
the set of check-ins for a specific user u as Cu. The trajectory seq is defined as a time-
ordered sequence of check-ins, i.e., locations, that the user just passed. For instance, for
a sequence of length five (5), seq is equal to {l1, l2, l3, l4, l5}, indicating that the user just
checked-in at these locations in such order. In addition, we consider that two persons
are able to interact, as soon as they checked-in at the same location in a one-hour time
window period.

We formalize the mobility prediction problem for the user u, i.e., next check-in
location ln+1, as follows. Given a user u whose current check-in is c (to venue l at time
t), our aim is to rank the set of possible locations so that the next location ln+1 to be
visited will be ranked at the highest possible location in the list. Hence, the mobility
prediction problem is essentially a ranking task, where we compute a ranking score r̂ for
all venues inL. We consider an MC to solve the mobility prediction problem. Specifically,
a Markov Chain is composed by a set of states and transitions, where a state corresponds
to a sampling location ln, while a transition ln → ln+1 represents a mobility of a user u
from a location ln to a location ln+1. The state transition might occur based on collective
or individual users’ patterns. The transition from a state to other has a probability denoted
as P (ln+1|seq), meaning the probability of reaching the location ln+1 given the trajectory
seq.

3.2. Temporal Markov Chain based on Individual Patterns

An often observable behavior of an LBSN user is the departure from home to work in
the morning followed by a return to home in the afternoon [Menz et al. 2018]. However,
considering the logic of a 1st and 2nd MC, the probability for the transition ”Home to
Work” and vice-versa increases every time the user follows this behavior regardless the
day of the week. Hence, in many cases the assumption that ”the next place that is going to
be visited is only dependent on the current location” becomes false. One way to overcome
this problem is building MC with higher orders, but the performance may not increase as
would expect, once this may lead to long trajectories that are not directly related to the
user next location, making the mobility prediction difficult.

Clustering user trajectories according to different aspects, such as day of the week,
hour, etc, could improve the accuracy of the mobility prediction model. For instance, we
must use only weekdays trajectories in order to predict the next location on a Monday.
In this way, we build a TMC for the weekdays (from Monday to Friday) and weekends
(Saturday and Sunday). We denote the set of trajectories for user u as Su, and the number
of times the user u has checked-in at location ln+1 after the sequence of locations seq as
|seq → ln+1|, where seq ∈ Su and the size is defined by the order of the model. We
compute the probability to reach each location that the user u visited after the trajectory

1http://4sq.com



of check-ins seq. Therefore, the probability P (ln+1|seq) of the user sign at location ln+1

in the next time given the sequence of locations seq is:

P (ln+1|seq) =
|seq → ln+1|

N∑
i=1

|seq → li| ∀ li ∈ L
; (1)

3.3. Similarity

Users tend to visit specific locations at a relatively fixed time every day. In this way, we
find users similar routines for mobility prediction. We computed the similarity from two
perspectives: spatial similarity and trajectory similarity. For the first one, we calculated
the relative frequency RF (u, l) for a user u and a location l based on the number of times
the user u visited the location l divided by the total number of visits. Therefore, RF (u, l)
is is given by:

RF (u, l) =
|l|

N∑
i=1

|li|
; ∀ li ∈ L (2)

After that, we built the matrix of relative frequencies (RF ) for all users and loca-
tions, where a row indicates the user, and the column the location. Hence, the probability
distribution of a user u is given by RF (u), where it indicates the whole row of the matrix.

RF =


RF (u1, l1) RF (u1, l2) RF (u1, l3) · · · RF (u1, lN)
RF (u2, l1) RF (u2, l2) RF (u2, l3) · · · RF (u2, lN)

...
...

... . . . ...
RF (uM , l1) RF (uM , l2) RF (uM , l3) · · · RF (uM , lN)

 (3)

User similarity enhances the spatial and temporal information for mobility pre-
diction since mobility from a user y could be correlated with a user x. In this sense, we
computed the similarity between any two users x and y, denoted as SRE(x, y), based
on the Kullback-Lieber divergence (KL), also known as Relative Entropy. We consid-
ered similar users those whose SRE metric was above a given threshold ths. Therefore,
SRE(x, y) is given by:

SRE(x, y) = 1−KL = 1−

[
N∑
i=1

RF (x, li)× log
RF (x, li)

RF (y, li)

]
; where x 6= y (4)

We determined the trajectory similarity based on the Adjusted Jaccard Index (AJI)
for each user trajectory set Su, where the index u indicates the user. For instance, let
seqx ∈ Sx and seqy ∈ Sy be the trajectories of the users x and y, respectively. We
computed the total relative abundances Vx = {p1, p2, · · · , pJ}, for the user x, and Vy =
{π1, π2, · · · , πK} for the user y, where J andK are the number of unique locations. Then,



the index AJI was computed considering the relative number of the sharing locations in
these trajectories seqx and seqy (Eq. 5 and 6). Given that, we quantified the trajectory sim-
ilarity using the intersections between users x and y in terms of a weighted average of all
possible similarities in trajectories that belong to them, denoted as SS(x, y). Therefore,
SS(x, y) is given by:

Vxy = |Vx| × |Vy| ; ∀ Sx ∩ Sy (5)

AJI(seqx, seqy) =
|Vxy|

|Vx + Vy − Vxy|
(6)

SS(x, y) =
1

|Sx| × |Sy|
∑
seqx

∑
seqy

AJI(seqx, seqy) (7)

After quantifying the similarities, we considered them as the weight (W ) of the
probability of reaching each possible next location taking into account the mean of the
two kinds of similarities: spatial and trajectory. Therefore, the weight W and the vector
of possible next location (r̂) are given by:

Wx,y =
SRE(x, y) + SS(x, y)

2
(8)

r̂(x) = argmax
l∈L

{∑
y∈U

Wx,y × P (ln+1 = l|seqy)

}
(9)

3.4. Temporal Markov Chain based on Collective Patterns
In this last component, we classified our prediction according to the Shannon Entropy,
also known as Entropy (H), to measure the uncertainty of our approach (eq. 10). In other
words, the more uniform the vector r̂(x) is, the more randomness it has. Therefore, for
those users whose next locations vector r̂(x) was above a threshold thse, we recalculated
the probability of next locations using the collective patterns instead of the individual
ones. In this sense, based on the argument that “users tend to visit specific locations at
a relatively fixed time every day, and also they tend to visit the same places that his/her
friends visited”, we built a TMC model leveraging the human interactions.

H = −
∑

r̂(x)log(r̂(x)) (10)

We considered that two or more users were able to interact since they have been
in the same area/location in a one-hour time window. Consequently, for each user, we
built a list of users that were in the same area following the specifications above, denoted
as F . For instance, let x be a user who checked-in at a location l at timestamp t, hence,
c =< x, l, t >. All users that checked-in at l within a period less than one hour are added
in the Fx list, where the index x indicates that F is a list of the user x. Then, the vector
containing the user possible next location, r̂(x), is given by:

r̂(x) = argmax
l∈L

{P (ln+1 = l|seqf )∀f ∈ F} (11)



In summary, the probability r̂(x) of user x check-in next location is:

r̂(x) =


argmaxl∈L[P (ln+1 = l|seqf )∀f ∈ F ] if H > thse

argmaxl∈L[
∑
y∈U

Wx,y × P (ln+1 = l|seqy)] otherwise
(12)

4. Evaluation
In this section, we describe our data collection methodology and metrics used to evaluate
TEMMUS.

4.1. Data Collection Methodology and Evaluation Metrics

We used the regions of Tokyo, New York and Istanbul from Global-scale Check-in Dataset.
Tokyo dataset contains about 1 million check-ins by 12592 users at 82258 venues over
a period of 18 months (from April 2012 to September 2013). The region of New York
contains 237268 check-ins of 6250 different users at 25049 locations against over 2.5
millions of check-ins of 31570 users and 111158 different venues collected in the same
period from the region of Istanbul. This dataset has the following information: (i) User
ID (anonimyzed); (ii) Latitude; (iii) Longitude; (iv) Timestamp/DateTime; (v) Venue ID.

In order to separate the dataset into train and test, we used a variation of the k-fold
method, following the temporal aspects of the check-ins. Therefore, we defined k = 100,
and the size of the train dataset was limited up to twice the test. For example, let D be
a set of 101 time-ordered check-ins groups of equal size, where D = [0, 1, 2, 3 · · · 100].
The train and test datasets are given by the following method:

TRAIN : [ 0 ] TEST : [1]

TRAIN : [0, 1] TEST : [2]

TRAIN : [1, 2] TEST : [3]

TRAIN : [2, 3] TEST : [4]

TRAIN : [3, 4] TEST : [5]

...
TRAIN : [98, 99] TEST : [100]

(13)

We can distinguish our prediction according to the type: classification or regres-
sion. In the first one, the output is a categorical class label. On the other hand, in the
regression problem, the model learns a continuous function. It is common for classifica-
tion models to predict a continuous value as the probability of a given example belonging
to each output class. The probabilities can be interpreted as the likelihood or confidence
of a given example belonging to each class. A predicted probability can be converted into
a class value by selecting the class label that has the highest probability. In this paper, we
return a vector containing the highest K predicted probabilities, indicating that the user
can check-in at any of these K locations at next time.



Day

1 2 3 4 5

Actual location A A A B A
Predicted location A A B B A
Correct Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Table 1. Example of location prediction

For the first type of prediction, there are mainly three subsets of classifications:
binary, multiclass and multilabel, each one containing its own subsets. For instance, the
binary classification usually predicts the probability of a target variable to be Yes/No. On
the other hand, the multiclass classification means a classification task with more than
two classes; e.g., classify a set of images of fruits which may be oranges, apples, or pears.

In addition, it makes the assumption that each sample is assigned to one and only
one label: fruit can be either an apple or a pear but not both at the same time. The multil-
abel classification problem also applies to tasks with more than two classes, however, the
labels are not mutually exclusives, meaning that more than one label can be assigned at
the same time. For instance, topics that are relevant to a document. A text might be about
any of religion, politics, finance or education at the same time or none of these.

The tasks of multiclass as well as multilabel can be decomposed in multiple bi-
nary classification problems, where it can be categorized into One vs All (OvA) and One
vs One (OvO). In the OvA strategy involves training a single classifier per class, with the
samples of that class as positive samples and all other samples as negatives. In contrast,
in OvO the classes are combined in pairs. For instance, if the multiclass problem has n
classes, the OvO approach will be composed by n(n − 1)/2 pairs, and then the label as-
signing stage is performed by majority voting. In this paper, we decompose our predicting
problem into an OvA classifier.

In order to evaluate the classification performance, we compare different Markov-
based methods using two metrics: accuracy and F1 metrics (eqs. 14 and 15). The former
measures the number of correct predictions among the predictions made. However, while
it is widely used in classification problems, for imbalanced datasets it can mislead. It
occurs since a large number of classes may be wrongly classified. For instance, a predic-
tor can be evaluated with a high overall accuracy score due to a great number of correct
predictions made for a specific class while it presents a poor score for all others. Conse-
quently, we compute the accuracy for each class and takes the average.

accuracy =
no. correctly predicted

no. predictions
(14)

Following this same strategy, we compute the F1 metric. It is the weighted av-
erage of Precision and Recall, where the First is the ratio of correctly predicted positive
observations to the total predicted positive observations while the Second is the ratio of
correctly predicted positive to the total number of actually positive observations. For in-
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Figure 2. Accuracy according to the TOP-K predicted locations

stance, considering Table 1 that contains the set of predicted locations and the users’ real
locations for 5 different days, we have predicted that two locations are B (days 3 and 4).
Therefore, there is a mistake on the third prediction, consequently, since there two days
that are predicted as B (highlighted in red), and one location was really B, the precision
is 1/2 in this case while the recall is 1 (perfect).

F1 = 2× precision

precision+ recall
(15)

4.2. Results
Figure 2 illustrates the accuracy metric according to the size of the next location vector
for all the predictors and for all the scenarios: Tokyo, New York, and Istanbul. In this
context, GMM has the worst performance considering. It occurs because this predictor
uses only the collective patterns to compute the user’s possible next location, highlighting
the idea that the mobility behavior of a user is more influenced by his personal interests
than the collective ones. In this sense, PMM considers only the individual patterns to
predict the next location and outperforms the GMM’s accuracy by 77.5%, for the list size
equal to 3 (K=3) for the scenario of Tokyo. In addition, in this same scenario, the minor
difference between GMM and PMM occurs for the lowest size of the list because PMM
is more affected by the increase of the size if compared to GMM.
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Figure 3. F1 according to the TOP-K predicted locations

The combination of the individual and collective patterns through a linear regres-
sion is used in the NLPMM predictor. Therefore, it shows a significant improvement
if compared to the other approaches mentioned above. However, it is important to note
that this model gives more importance for the individual patterns than the collective pat-
terns using a factor α. In this context, we use the α-value that most fit for each scenario,
considering the highest accuracy average. For instance, for the New York region, we
use alpha = 0.7, indicating that the individual pattern has a weight of 70% while the
collective 30%.

Our approach performs the best among all the predictors in the three scenarios
due to the use of spatial, temporal and social aspects to predict user next location. The
accuracy metric achieves an improvement of more than 2 times – considering the relative
percentages – compared with the worst predictor, GMM. Considering the Second best
predictor, NLPMM, our model outperforms up to 70% as long as it uses a TMC with user
similarity to compute the prediction.

Similarly, Figure 3 presents the F1 metric according to the size of the next location
vector for all the scenarios. In this context, TEMMUS performed best among all the
predictors and all regions: Tokyo, New York, and Istanbul. More specifically, it improves
almost twice the F1 score of the worst predictor. For example, for the region of Tokyo,
TEMMUS outperforms GMM by 195%. Our approach is followed by NLPMM, PMM,



and GMM as the best average results. It occurs since a lot of predictability is encoded in
the sequence order of place visits, but a significant share of predictability is also encoded
in a temporal order of visitation pattern, implying that the models can be improved by the
inclusion of temporal information (as in our proposed model).

Similarly, the inclusion of the social factor to compute the next location improves
the performance of our model. This makes the model dynamic because generates different
predictions at different times. Also, it enables predicting a much broader range of loca-
tions, which is a big contributor to higher recall scores, implying a much higher predictive
power. Additionally, the model also makes conceptually more meaningful predictions.
For example, TEMMUS does not predict work location as the next location during the
weekends as long as it is clear from the temporal factor that this kind of location is not
frequently visited during the weekends.

From the results, we can conclude that the proposed method is a promising solu-
tion for predicting human mobility from LBSN. By exploiting both trajectory and spatial
similarities into a ranking-classification approach, based on historical visiting information
and user trajectory similarity, it inherited the benefits of both the methods, exhibiting high
accuracy and F1 score rates. Nevertheless, it is worth noticing that the proposed similarity
metrics (spatial and trajectory) resulted to be effective in predicting user future location.

5. Conclusion
In the paper is presented an approach to predict human mobility by exploiting LBSN data.
TEMMUS predicts the future positions visited by a user at a specific time by exploiting
her typical mobility behavior and the ones of other users in the given geographic region.
More specifically, we identified a mobility pattern being as similar as possible to the
current user trajectory and routine. Then, we computed the top-k future possible positions.

After that, we quantified this similarity using the Entropy measure. For those
users whose location prediction entropy score was high or none user was similar, we
recomputed the top-k next possible locations using the human physical interaction ap-
proach. Therefore, we considered that users who were in the same geographic region
able to interact. Moreover, we evaluated our model using the LBSN datasets collected in
Tokyo, New York, and Istanbul cities from April 2012 to September 2013. Additionally,
our approach achieved high accuracy and F1 rates, enabling the application of this model
in D2D transmissions, where the location is required.
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